
FINITE DISTRIBUTED LAGS 

Finite distributed lag models contain independent variables and their lags as regressors.  
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The particular example considered here is an examination of Okun’s Law. In this model the change in the 

unemployment rate from one period to the next depends on the rate of growth of output in the economy.  
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where tU is the unemployment rate, tG  is GDP growth, NG is the normal rate of GDP growth. The 

regression model is 
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where D is the difference operator, 
NG   , 0   and an error term has been added to the model. In 

this case, the normal growth rate can be estimated: ˆ ˆ ˆ/ .NG     

Recognizing that changes in output are likely to have a distributed-lag effect on unemployment—not 

all of the effect will take place instantaneously—lags are added to the model to produce: 
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The total multiplier is the sum of the impact and delay multipliers: 
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Here’s the analysis in gretl: 

 

open "@gretldir\data\poe\okun.gdt" 

# change variable attributes 

setinfo g -d "percentage change in U.S. Gross Domestic Product, seasonally \ 

adjusted" -n "Real GDP growth" 

setinfo u -d "U.S. Civilian Unemployment Rate  (Seasonally adjusted)" -n \ 

"Unemployment Rate" 

 

The two time series can be plotted using 

 

gnuplot g diff(u) --with-lines --time-series  

 

and this will produce a single graph that looks like the one below.  

 



 
 

To estimate a finite distributed lag model in Stata is quite simple using the time-series operators. 

Letting q=3 and  

 

ols diff(u) g(0 to -3) const 

 

yields  

 

? ols diff(u) g(0 to -3) const 

 

Model 1: OLS, using observations 1986:1-2009:3 (T = 95) 

Dependent variable: d_u 

 

             coefficient   std. error   t-ratio     p-value  

  ---------------------------------------------------------- 

  const       0.580975     0.0538893    10.78      6.92e-018 *** 

  g          -0.202053     0.0330131    -6.120     2.39e-08  *** 

  g_1        -0.164535     0.0358175    -4.594     1.41e-05  *** 

  g_2        -0.0715560    0.0353043    -2.027     0.0456    ** 

  g_3         0.00330302   0.0362603     0.09109   0.9276    

 

Mean dependent var   0.027368   S.D. dependent var   0.289329 

Sum squared resid    2.735164   S.E. of regression   0.174329 

R-squared            0.652406   Adjusted R-squared   0.636957 

F(4, 90)             42.23065   P-value(F)           6.77e-20 

Log-likelihood       33.71590   Akaike criterion    -57.43179 



Schwarz criterion   -44.66241   Hannan-Quinn        -52.27200 

rho                  0.358631   Durbin-Watson        1.274079 

 

Excluding the constant, p-value was highest for variable 6 (g_3) 

 

In this case another important feature of the time-series operators has been used. To place the 

contemporaneous and 3 lagged values of g into the model the statement g(0 to -3) was used. Thus, g(0 

to -3) is equivalent to g g(-1) g(-2) g(-3).  Also, notice that we can use diff(u) as the dependent 

variable and there is no need produce it separately before using it in a model. 

Re-estimating the model using a lag length of two produces 

 
 

The total multiplier and natural growth rate can be obtained using  

 

scalar mt = $coeff(g) + $coeff(g_1) +$coeff(g_2) 

scalar NatGr = -$coeff(const)/mt 

print mt NatGr 

 

This produces:  

             mt = -0.43736201 

 

          NatGr =  1.3342634 

 

which indicates that natural growth is about 1.33% per quarter. 


